
Can you tell me how to install the Full Extension Slides?

Wayne N

Hi Wayne,

You have ordered the easiest set of slides to install. There are no under mount tabs or anything. 
They just fit in between the cabinet and the drawer. They have flexible tabs punched into the 
sides of the slide to allow for slight variations in drawer width compared to cabinet so even if your 
drawer is slightly tapered or a little narrower than it should be, the tabs flex out to compensate for 
this. 

The only trick to mounting them is they need to be parallel front to back on the cabinet. I use a 
flanged carpenter’s square for the length but a tri-square will work or anything that you can hold 
against the front of the cabinet and then just sit the slide on inside the cabinet to hold horizontal 
while you mark the screw positions. Then I move the square to the other side of the cabinet and 
do the same.

One other trick to mounting the slide is you will think you cannot screw it down because it needs 
to come apart to get at the screw holes. You are right!!! You do need to pull it apart to do it. How 
you do this is you extend the slide out completely. When it’s fully extended, you will see a little 
black piece of plastic appear on the inside of the narrower slide section. That’s the release tab. 
Just push it either up or down (the direction will be obvious when you see it) and then pull lightly 
on the narrow metal slide component. You will get a little grease on your hands from the slide. 
This narrow inner slide will pull out in your hands. Now you have access to the mounting holes for 
inside the cabinet.

Good luck with your cabinets and if you have any trouble, please give us a call.

Best regards,
Steve Siddall
Workshop Supply Inc.

These full extension slides are excellent 
when every inch of drawer needs to be 
accessible.  

• zinc plated
• rated at 80 lbs. per pair (18” slide) 
• 7 sizes to choose from (12” to 24”)

Only 1/2” thick x 1-3/4” tall x slide length.

Sold in pairs.
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